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Toughening in disordered brittle materials
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~Received 7 October 1996!

The growth of a planar crack through a heterogeneous brittle material is investigated using a discrete cubic
lattice of springs with distributed spring toughnesses and lattice Green’s functions to determine crack propa-
gation. The toughness, or stress required to grow an initial crack, is found to be a stochastic quantity and
depends on the width of the distribution. For narrow distributions, the toughness is less than the thermody-
namic value and is controlled by the nucleation of kinks at low toughness regions~weakest links!, which then
grow laterally in an unstable manner. For broad distributions, the average toughness approaches the thermo-
dynamic value, with some specific configuration having greater values, and is controlled by high toughness
regions pinning a rough crack front. The rough crack front exhibits nontrivial scaling with crack width and a
‘‘strongest-link’’ behavior that differs from the usual weak-link behavior found in weakly disordered materials.
Materials with broad distributions are also less sensitive to small preexisting defects. The difference in tough-
ness between narrow and broad distributions is only about 10%; that is much smaller than suggested by similar
studies on 2d materials and demonstrates the very important role played by geometry-dimensionality in this
problem. One implication of these results is that toughness in complex or heterogeneous materials does not
stem from simple disorder in toughnesses; more complex and microstructure-specific mechanisms such as
microcracking and grain bridging must occur.@S0163-1829~97!01218-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most engineered materials and advanced composites
heterogeneous microstructures, and such disorder
strongly influence crack propagation and material failu
Standard analyses of crack propagation and failure, are, h
ever, based on concepts strictly appropriate for homogene
materials. The most celebrated of these analyses is
Griffith result for ideal brittle materials, which predict
that the unstable growth of a planar crack of length 2c under
perpendicular uniform tension initiates at the stre
s5KIc /(pc)

1/2, whereKIc is the material toughness.1 The
toughness is an intrinsic material property,KIc5(gE)1/2,
with E the Young’s modulus andg the surface energy of th
materials. The extension of the Griffith result to a hetero
neous material as simple as a polycrystalline ceramic w
various crystallite orientations and/or grain boundary en
gies is not obvious. The Griffith result assumes self-sim
crack growth, which does not necessarily occur in disorde
materials, and the use of an average surface energyḡ re-
quires that all crack growth occur in a stable manner and
represents an upper, thermodynamic, bound on the ave
toughness over extended amounts of crack growth. Exp
mentally, it is well established that the toughness of ma
polycrystals, even in cubic ceramics which do not exhi
thermal-expansion anisotropy and ‘‘grain bridging’’ toug
ening, is larger than in single crystals.2 A related observation
is the ‘‘trapping’’ of initially sub-grain-size cracks by th
microstructure as the small cracks grow to sizes larger t
the grain size of the material. While qualitative descriptio
of the ‘‘trapping’’ have invoked local variations in fractur
energy,2 and some work on pinning by tough inclusions h
been carried out,3,4 the understanding of this phenomenon
incomplete.
550163-1829/97/55~17!/11270~7!/$10.00
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Recent studies of the mechanics of disordered mate
have focused on either effective continuum models or d
crete numerical models. The discrete models utilize spri
in a lattice; the springs are assigned various mechan
properties~stiffness, strength, thermal expansion! to create a
disordered microstructure, and the stress-strain respons
then simulated numerically.5,6 Interesting behavior has bee
found for materials with large disorder andno preexisting
defects: failure occurs by the nucleation and growth of cra
like defects, with extensive nonlinear stress-strain beha
prior to failure. However, the mechanical properties of re
brittle materials are often controlled by precisely the init
cracklike defects missing in the problems studied to da
The ‘‘ductile-like’’ behavior found in the highly disordere
materials, which stems from extensive damage initiation a
stable growth of fairly small cracks, may not persist in t
presence of large initial defects. Most previous studies h
also been on one- and two-dimensional~2D! systems, and
geometry-dimensionality can play a crucial role in cra
growth of heterogeneous systems. Toughness, or resist
of a material to growth of a large preexisting crack, and
influences of geometry and dimension have rarely been s
ied theoretically in heterogeneous materials.7,8 Sophisticated
techniques for following planar crack growth in 3d have
been developed, but only toughness in ordered compo
materials has been studied to date.4 The major issue studied
here of fracture toughness in disordered materials has
been investigated previously despite its prime importance
nearly all applications of brittle materials.

Here, we specifically investigate the toughness of dis
dered three-dimensional brittle materials by explicitly me
suring, via simulation, the stress required to grow a pla
crack through a disordered material. We demonstrate
both the toughness and nature of crack growth depend on
11 270 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 11 271TOUGHENING IN DISORDERED BRITTLE MATERIALS
extent of the disorder. For small or weak disorder, the cr
front stays essentially planar and crack growth is initiated
the weakest regions along the crack front and is followed
unstable lateral crack growth. The toughness is then less
the thermodynamic average. For large or strong disorder
crack front evolves in a stable manner, and becomes roug
it is ‘‘pinned’’ by the tougher regions at the crack front. Th
rough crack front is caused by advance of the crack into
less-tough regions ahead of it, and this creates additio
stress concentrations on the lagging pinning elements. H
ever, for sufficiently large disorder, the tougher regions c
withstand such stress concentrations, and the toughnes
proaches the thermodynamic value. The strongly disorde
materials inhibit unstable crack growth, and also make
material resistant, or insensitive, to small-scale defects.
differences in average toughness between weak and st
disorder are fairly small, in contrast to the implications
previous 2D results.5,6 Our results clearly demonstrate th
importance of geometry and dimensionality in determin
resistance to crack growth and also indicate that diso
alone is not sufficient to generate substantial toughen
Real heterogeneous complex ceramics must be toughene
other specific mechanisms such as grain bridging and mi
cracking.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II, we describe the model brittle material used here
the computational aspects of simulating crack growth
these systems. In Sec. III, we present results for the tou
ness as a function of the disorder and lateral crack width,
discuss simple analytic models which quantitatively acco
for the behavior in the weak-disorder regime. Section
contains further discussion, an investigation of the sensiti
of the disordered materials to initial defects, and further g
eral implications of our findings.

II. PLANAR CRACK GROWTH MODEL

The physical problem of interest here is the growth o
crack through a heterogeneous brittle material, which mi
be a polycrystalline material having crystal orientatio
dependent fracture energies, a polycrystal with vary
grain-boundary energies-toughnesses which fails transgr
larly, or an intimate composite mixture of materials wi
varying interfacial energies. In each case, the heterogen
is in both geometry and toughness-energy, and the chara
istic length scale for variations in the disorder is the gr
size of the material. To fully represent a 3D multiphase m
terial with a complex crack shape is a daunting compu
tional task, and some simplification of the microstructure
necessary. Here, we represent the heterogeneous mater
a discrete cubic lattice of springs. Each spring represen
particular grain or grain boundary in the material and can
assigned properties~modulus, strength-toughness! closely
corresponding to the actual material and its heterogene
Springs with zero modulus correspond to failed springs
are thus effectively cracks or parts of a larger crack. T
mapping of the microstructure onto such a spring model g
erates a well-defined discrete mechanical system with a
trollable ‘‘microstructure.’’ A finer mesh of spring elemen
is desirable for more detail in the stress fields but becom
much less computationally efficient, and so we discretize
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the scale of the heterogeneity in the real materials as a
attempt at understanding the material behavior.

Since real planar cracks in nominally isotropic materi
tend to remain planar and exhibit limited amounts of out-
plane deflection~except during unstable fast fracture, whic
is not considered here! it is not unreasonable to neglect th
geometric disorder in favor of the toughness disorder. Hen
here we consider planar crack growth only; slight geome
disorder can be partially accounted for by projecting its
fects onto the crack plane. The restriction to planar cra
growth is also necessary because we do not have the c
putational ability to allow the crack to wander out of th
plane. However, the study of 2D planar crack growth in a
elastic medium, is a major advance over nearly all previo
studies on 2D systems with 1D cracks.

The model brittle material studied here is thus a cu
lattice of elastic springs which is infinite in they direction
~the axis of tensile loading!, infinite in thex direction ~the
direction of crack growth! with reflection symmetry abou
x50, and periodic in thez direction ~the width L of the
crack!. The initial cubic spring lattice consists of two type
of springs connecting the various nodes, with nodes labe
by theirx,y, andz coordinatesl ,m, andn, respectively, and
node displacements labeled byul ,m,n . Springs of tensile
stiffnessE connect nodes along they axis, i.e., the force
along they axis in the spring connected to nodesl ,m,n and
l ,m11,n is E(ul ,m11,n2ul ,m,n). Pure shear springs of stiff
nessm connect neighboring nodes in thex-z plane so that,
for instance, the force along they axis associated with node
l ,m,n and l11,m,n is m(ul11,m,n2ul ,m,n!. Node displace-
ments are confined to they direction only for simplicity. The
general elastic model described above is thus recognize
the Rosenstock-Newell model introduced several deca
ago.9 Here we useE5m, which can be modified if desired

To measure toughness, an initial planar crack of len
6c aroundx50 and spanning the widthL is first inserted
into the y50 plane by setting the spring moduli to zero
the firstc ‘‘rows’’ ~strips ofL springs perpendicular to th
x axis, see Fig. 1! of springs. The remaining springs in th
y50 plane are assigned strengthss ~maximum supportable
forces! randomly chosen from a preselected distributi
P(s). Tensile point forcesFapp are then applied across th
nodes atx50 only. For such a center loaded crack, the for
F at the crack tipx5c is F}Fapp/c

1/2 and decreases as th
crack extends so that additional force must be applied

FIG. 1. Schematic of the cubic spring network in the plane
the crack.
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11 272 55W. A. CURTIN
continue crack growth. Growth thus occurs in a stable m
ner, and this loading is analogous to the double cantile
beam and compact tension test geometries used to me
toughness in real materials. For a given forceFapp, the local
forces f i on all of the unbroken springs in they50 plane
ahead of the existing crack are calculated using a lat
Green’s-function technique.10–12 We then focus on the
springs only along the crack front, defined as any int
springs that are near neighbors of broken springs. At
crack front, the local forcef i on springi represents the in
tensityKi of the square-root singularity of the stress field th
would exist in a continuum of the same shape around sp
i . For springs not on the crack front, the forces do not r
resent a stress-intensity factor: there is no crack tip to p
vide the underlying physical origin for the divergence. F
any spring along the crack front withf i.si the local strength
is exceeded and the spring is then ‘‘broken’’ by chang
thatEi to zero, and the crack grows. Once any new spri
have been broken at a given applied force, the local for
f i are recalculated for the new crack shape and further c
growth is considered. If no springs havef i.si then the crack
exists in a stable mechanical equilibrium state. The app
force Fapp is then increased such that exactly one m
spring along the crack front satisfiesf i5si , and that spring
is then broken. By this algorithm, the evolution of the cra
front shape versus applied forceFapp can be monitored.

The toughness is measured by the applied forceFapp re-
quired to advance the planar crack forward by one spr
across the entire width of the crack. Thus, one comp
‘‘row,’’ or width of initially intact material, has failed. This
measure is consistent with the conceptual picture of tou
ness in which a strip of material well ahead of the crack
failed, removed from the far field, and then pasted onto
back of the crack, thereby advancing the crack forward
the width of the strip. In disordered materials, the diffu
crack front varies as the crack grows forward but sta
roughly constant in length, so that the damage zone ahea
the crack is a ‘‘near-tip process zone’’ that does not interf
with the conceptual cutting and pasting picture of advanc
the crack. To compare various disordered systems, we
malize the forceFapp required to extend the crack by th
corresponding valueFapp

0 needed in the homogeneous syste
~all local strengthssi51!.

The alert reader will recognize that the crack growth,
spring breaking, criterion used here is a stress-force criter
That is, local failure occurs when a spring force reach
some preassigned critical value. Fracture should be de
mined as the point at which the elastic energy that is relea
when the spring breaks equals the surface energyg required
to break the spring. This is the fundamental thermodyna
concept of fracture introduced by Griffith. Only years lat
was it shown that this fracture condition corresponds p
cisely to one based on a critical stress intensity factorKic
5(gE)1/2 so that stress intensity can be used as a frac
criterion in homogeneous systems. Stress-based criteria
rarely used in theoretical mechanics and should be avoi
although to date such a criterion has been used almost e
sively in spring network models of fracture with noa priori
justification.5,6 In the present discrete elastic system, ho
ever, the ‘‘strain energy release rate’’G, or decrease of elas
tic energy upon failure of a spring, turns out to be essenti
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directly related to the force on the spring at the break
point. Specifically, for a number a various crack front geo
etries, we have measured the released potential energG
after spring breaking and find thatG51.54f i

2 wheref i is the
force on the springi prior to breaking. The factor of 1.54 i
accurate to within61% for a wide range of crack geom
etries. Hence, although we have assigned a local strengsi
to each spring, this is equivalent to assigning a~dimension-
less! local surface energyg i51.54si

2 to that same spring
Taking fracture to occur when the local forcef i reaches the
value si is therefore equivalent to taking fracture to occ
when the energy release rateG reaches the local surfac
energyg i . For our particular model, then, we have an e
plicit relationship between a local force condition for failu
and an energy condition for failure. Below, we consider d
tributions of spring strengths described by someP(s). As
P(s) is changed to maintain a fixed mean value ofs, the
mean value of the surface energy does change because
the second moment of the strength distribution. The app
priate average~dimensionless! toughness for a givenP(s) is
thus the square root of the average surface energy,

K̄5S E s2P~s!dsD 1/2. ~1!

This value is the ‘‘thermodynamic’’ fracture toughness
which our results must be compared.

III. TOUGHNESS VERSUS DISORDER

A. Results

We apply the modeling approach described above
study crack propagation through materials with toughn
distributions of the form

P~s!5
1

W
, 12

W

2
,s,11

W

2
,

~2!

5 0 otherwise,

such that the distribution width isW(0,W,2) and the
mean strength is always unity. This is the same distribut
used by Khanget al. to study the fracture of 2D square la
tices in the absence of any initial defects.5 Khanget al. found
that for smallW the material failed by unstable growth of
small nucleated crack whereas forW52 the material could
sustain a finite fraction of damage prior to failure.W52 was
then coined ‘‘ductile-like’’ and ‘‘tough’’ in the sense that th
work of fracture~area under the stress-strain curve! was en-
hanced, although actual fracture toughness was not con
ered. Here, we consider the 3D case of the model studie
Khanget al. in the presence of the large initial crack, and c
thus assess whether or not materials with broadly distribu
disorder (W52) have enhanced fracture toughness. Sin
damage out of the crack plane is prohibited, however,
results are not a precise generalization of the Khanget al.
results to 3D. To properly assess toughening, we must c
pare the measured failure forces to the~dimensionless! ther-
modynamic toughness of Eq.~1! which, for the distributions
given by Eq.~2!, is
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FIG. 2. Probability of failure vs normalized
strength for various values of disorder variab
W and crack widthL ~—, L520; ----,L540; ----,
L5100; •••, L5200!. Note: the data for
W50.25 have been shifteddown by 20.05 for
clarity.
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12D 1/2. ~3!

We start with an initial crack size ofc515 ~15 rows of
initially broken springs!, which is large enough that the re
sults do not depend onc ~identical results withc58 and 40
have been obtained!. Each increment of crack growth is
single measure of the toughness that depends on the pr
configuration of local toughnesses. So, many increment
crack growth must be studied and a statistical distribution
toughnesses must be considered. This is an unapprec
point: in a heterogeneous material the toughness itself
statistical quantity and not a ‘‘material property’’ as in
homogeneous material. Results for the normalized force
grow the crack in various heterogeneous materials are sh
in Fig. 2 as a cumulative probability distribution, for valu
of W50.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0, and for sample widths ofL
520, 40, 100, and, forW52.0 only, 200. Evidently, the
strength of weakly heterogeneous materials (W,0.5) is
rather lower than the average strength, and is very narro
distributed around 0.88. In contrast, the strength for the m
heterogeneous material (W52.0) is greater than the averag
and more broadly distributed around 1.10, with some c

FIG. 3. Average normalized toughness vs disorder widthW for
various crack widthsL.
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figurations as strong as 1.20. The difference in strength
tween weak disorder and strong disorder is about 25%.

Figure 3 shows the average strength results of Fig. 2
now normalized by the thermodynamic toughness@Eq. ~3!#.
The weakly disordered materials still exhibit toughnesses
low the thermodynamic toughness, while the strongly dis
dered materials (W52.0) show average toughnesses a
proaching, with increasing crack width L, the
thermodynamic value. Some configurations forW52.0 ex-
hibit toughnesses exceeding the thermodynamic ave
value, which is physically allowed when clusters of tough
springs exist in the region ahead of the crack. Nonethel
the difference in toughness between weak disorder
strong disorder is only about 10%. This is a main result
our work.

Figure 4~a! shows the crack growth process fo
W50.25. Growth occurs by single-kink formation just ahe
of the crack at the very weakest heterogeneity followed
unstable lateral crack growth. The unstable lateral cr
growth indicates that the thermodynamic average toughn
will not be attained. Figure 4~b! shows a portion of the crack
front forW52 just after the crack advance: the crack front
diffuse and rough, and at some points extends 4 or 5
ments ahead of the initial crack line but is pinned at a f

FIG. 4. Schematic of the crack advance sequence in two ca
~a! weak disorder~W50.25! in which kink nucleation leads to un
stable lateral crack growth;~b! strong disorder~W52.0! where the
crack front is diffuse and pinned by a few strong heterogeneitie
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11 274 55W. A. CURTIN
key points by tough heterogeneities. The crack grows v
stably by a failure of one, or just a few, springs at a tim
Such stable crack growth drives the toughness toward
thermodynamic average. It should also be noted that in o
two particular realizations was complete failure of row
~just ahead of the initial crack at row 15! actually preceded
by complete failure in row 17; thus the pinning sites a
essentially never disconnected from the crack front and
‘‘bridges’’ are formed. The extent of damage growth ahe
of the crack, as measured by the number of broken spr
Nb just after crack advance divided by the crack widthL, is
precisely zero forW50.25 but forW52.0 depends explic-
itly on the sample widthL as, roughly,Nb /L}0.55L0.3 for
20,L,200. This indicates that there is no intrinsic late
scale for the fluctuation in the crack front, at least up toL
5200. The details of this apparent ‘‘roughening transitio
with increasing disorder will be studied further in a futu
publication. Accompanying the transition from a flat to
rough crack interface is anarrowing of the distribution of
toughnesses with increasing system size~see Fig. 2! which
occurs by elimination of the low-strength tail of the distrib
tion.

B. Analytic analysis

Here, we rationalize some of the results found in t
simulations presented above through simple analytic con
erations similar to those used by Khanget al. in their 2D
study. We analyze the probabilities of failure around t
likely largest cluster of breaks just ahead of the main cr
expected at any applied force. The analysis is quantitativ
accurate for weak disorder where the damage prior to fai
is limited.

The brittle behavior at smallW ~and observed for
W50.25) can be understood quite well because it is c
trolled by a simple defect configuration. For a sufficien
wide crack~largeL!, the weakest heterogeneity in the row
front of the crack has a strengths512W/2 and so fails at a
normalized local~crack tip! forceF512W/2. The two lat-
eral neighboring sites then experience an increased f
(11h1)F, where h1 is a stress concentration factor (h1
50.11 for the cubic lattice withE/m51.0). The weaker of
the two neighbors has a typical strength of 12W/6 and
hence fails immediately if (12W/2)(11h1).(12W/6).
Failure of this second spring along the crack front then g
erally precipitates unstable continued growth of the init
‘‘kink’’ into a ‘‘ledge,’’ followed by complete failure along
the width. Rearranging the above inequality, we find tha
perfectly brittle regime of failure is expected for

W,3h1 /~111.5h1!50.285 ~4!

and the measured strength isF512W/2. This result is in
excellent agreement with the observed brittle behavior aW
50.25.

For values ofW above the perfectly brittle limit, the very
first break along the crack front does not cause immed
failure. Some finite damage occurs prior to the lateral ins
bility. To understand the strength versusW in this regime,
consider applying a forceF and failing the fractionp5@F
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2(12W/2)#/W of sites along the crack front that are weak
thanF. The number of ledges of lengthc along the width
L is then

N~c!5L~12p!2pc. ~5!

The largest ledgecmax in the widthL satisfies

N~cmax!51 ~6!

and the two neighboring lateral springs then have stress
centrations of at leasthcmax

. The weaker of the two neigh
boring springs, taking into account that these surviving s
must be stronger thanF, has a typical strength of

s5F1@~11W/2!2F#/3. ~7!

The weaker neighbor will then fail, on average, when

s5F~11hcmax
!.F1@~11W/2!2F#/3. ~8!

If this failure event ispresumedto lead to unstable latera
growth, then the measured strength is the minimum value
F that satisfies these conditions. Solving Eqs.~5!–~8!, using
the stress concentration factorshc'0.2520.14/c0.7 mea-
sured for this lattice andE/m value, yields predicted
strengthsF versusW andL as shown in Table I. The result
agree well with the simulations at smallerW, and are con-
sistent with the trend thatF increases with increasingW for
W.0.5. There is also a predicted slow decrease in stren
with increasing widthL, which cannot be clearly observed i
the simulations.

The above argument is an underestimate of the fail
stress if damage is confined to the row of springs imme
ately ahead of the crack front because the ledge stress
centration hc approaches a maximum value, rather th
growing unbounded. Hence the presumed instability will n
always lead to complete failure across the entire width.
the extreme case, consider the impingement of two lo
ledges with a lone site remaining in between. That site

TABLE I. Predicted maximum ledge lengthcmax and associated
failure strengthF as a function of disorder widthW and crack width
L. Also shown is the minimum forceFcrit needed to grow a crack
past the toughest heterogeneity encountered along the crack f
when F,Fcrit , crack extension further ahead of the crack mu
occur prior to full crack advance.

W L cmax F Fcrit

0.4 40 1.5 0.84 0.77
100 1.6 0.83

0.5 40 2.0 0.85 0.80
100 2.3 0.83

0.75 40 2.7 0.90 0.88
100 3.5 0.88

1.00 40 3.2 0.97 0.96
100 4.2 0.94

1.50 40 3.5 1.11 1.12
100 5.1 1.09

2.00 40 3.7 1.27 1.28
100 5.6 1.24
200 6.9 1.22
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55 11 275TOUGHENING IN DISORDERED BRITTLE MATERIALS
periences a stress concentration ofh50.557 and hence will
definitely fail, completing the advance of the crack, only
F(110.557),11W/2. If theF estimated from the analysi
of Eqs. ~5!–~8! above is less than this value ofFcrit5(1
1W/2)/1.557 then the unstable failure assumption u
above cannot hold. The value ofFcrit is also shown in Table
I, and a comparison with the strength estimate from E
~5!–~8! shows that the ‘‘imperfect’’ brittle regime persists u
to aboutW51.0.

For W>1.0, failure simply cannot occur without som
evolution of the crack beyond the first row of springs prior
failure. Such further advance of the crack generates
creased stress concentrations along the lagging crack
and tends to drive failure. However, the increased stress
centrations associated with advance of the crack are not
parently, sufficient to significantly reduce the strength bel
the simple predicted value. One reason for this is that
diffuse growth of the crack redistributes stress predomina
aheadof the advancing crack~this is the reason that th
stress concentration factor at the edge of a ledge reach
finite maximum!. A qualitative argument for the behavior i
the strong disorder regime is as follows. At a given appl
F, the specific distribution of spring strengthsP(s) estab-
lishes an amplitude of crack advance ahead of the in
crack and a typical correlation length along the width of t
crack ~e.g., a sine wave front with amplitudeDc and lateral
wavelengthl!. The amplitude establishes a typical stre
concentration factor at the lagging, or pinning, sites. T
pinning sites are, by definition, strong enough to withsta
this stress concentration and the crack is stable. Increa
the applied stress further allows the crack to break thro
theweakerpinning sites, thereby increasing the waveleng
correlation length along the crack front but not increasing
amplitude appreciably. This advance only weakly increa
the stress concentrations on the remaining pinning sites.
remaining pinning sites generally remain intact, and thus
ther applied loads are required to induce further depinn
and crack advance.

The consequences of the above qualitative picture are
eral. Being controlled by the stronger pinning sites, a wi
crack ~larger L! allows for more strong pinning sites an
correspondingly possibly larger toughness. Moreover
wider crack, viewed as a series of narrower subsections,
not completely advance due to failure of one or a few we
subsections—it is still pinned by the stronger subsectio
The crack advance thus follows a strongest-link behav
wherein growth is controlled by the ‘‘strong’’ sections alon
the front. This ‘‘strongest-link’’ behavior is consistent wit
the observation that the toughness distribution narrows
shifts slightly upward with increasing width by eliminatio
of the weaker lower tail of the distribution, as evidenced
Fig. 2. It is also consistent with the observation that the to
damageNb /L prior to failure has a nontrivial and increasin
scaling with the crack width. These ‘‘strongest-link’’ fea
tures are in contrast to the weak-link-driven phenomen
and decreasing damage with increasing volume, usually
served in weakly disordered brittle systems.

IV. DISCUSSION

For a perfect homogeneous material (W50) we of course
do obtain the thermodynamic toughness, which is larger t
d
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in any disordered materials~see Fig. 3!. However, any real
material will have initial distributed cracklike defects. Eve
in an otherwise homogeneous material (W50), these defects
will provide the ‘‘kinks’’ along the crack front necessary t
drive brittlelike failure at reduced stresses, roughlyF5(1
1h1)

2150.90 in the present model. We thus expect
duced toughnesses for all weakly heterogeneous mate
(W<0.5). Conversely, the highly disordered material
much less sensitive to such defects: the tougher heterog
ities can efficiently pin many various configurations of t
crack front. To explicitly demonstrate the differing sensitiv
ties to defects, we have studied crack growth in mater
with a small 2.5% volume fraction of initial randomly dis
tributed breaks~‘‘cracks’’ or ‘‘porosity’’ !. For the homoge-
neous materialW50, the average toughness is measu
to be 0.905 as compared to the thermodynamic toughn
K̄50.975, which arises because a fraction 0.025 of sites h
zero strength. So for smallW, toughness is controlled by th
preexisting defects which form ready-made kinks at
crack front and precipitate failure below the average tou
ness. ForW52.0, the measured average normalized tou
ness is 0.98, which is essentially identical to the aver
normalized thermodynamic toughness of 0.975, so that
toughness remains only slightly below the average therm
dynamic toughness. Hence, there is roughly a 25% stren
difference and 10% toughness difference between all wea
(W,0.5) and strongly (W'2) disordered materials.

In light of the present results showing small toughne
differences between weak and strong disorder, the role
complexity in enhancing toughness in ceramic microstr
tures must go beyond purely modest heterogeneity effe
Mechanisms such as grain bridging or controlled mic
cracking are necessary to provide enhanced toughness. G
bridging occurs in polycrystals when some grains do not
as the crack passes completely around them.13 The bridging
grains remain in the wake of the crack front and exert clos
forces on the crack faces that counteract the applied fo
and lead to enhanced macroscopic toughness. Crack brid
can be viewed, within the context of the present model, a
particular case of a disordered material in which most of
grains have the average toughness while the bridging gr
have a much larger effective toughness~effective because o
the role played by interface debonding, for example!. The
larger toughness is sufficiently large that the crack front
passes the bridging grains and leaves them intact for s
distance behind the crack front. Toughening by this ‘‘ve
strong disorder’’ mechanism is significant, both in real po
crystalline materials13 and in models using the same discre
elastic representation of the microstructure employed her14

The toughening studied here, where the local toughne
vary over a limited range and no bridging phenomen
arises, may be operating in grain-bridged material but
effects may be masked by the larger toughening imparted
the grain bridging. However, disorder can also play a k
role in the formation and efficacy of such bridges. This
most clearly evident in fiber-reinforced ceramics where fib
breaks occur out of the plane of the crack, driven by
stochastic distribution of fiber strengths, and create fi
‘‘bridges’’ which resist further crack growth. We have re
cently modeled toughening in such fiber-reinforced mater
using similar Green’s-function models.12,15 As the distribu-
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11 276 55W. A. CURTIN
tion in fiber strengths becomes broader, the fiber bridg
stresses become larger because fiber breaks occur fu
from the crack plane. Furthermore, these bridging stres
are the only source of enhanced toughening and hence h
toughness is associated with greater spread in the
strength distribution.16 In keeping with the results here, th
distribution of fiber strengths in the actual crack plane d
not contribute to the toughening of the material to any
preciable extent. These results also indicate that inclusio
crack growth or damage out of plane can make contributi
to toughening in systems with elongated microstructures

The present work does demonstrate the general im
tance of geometry and dimensionality in modeling cra
growth problems. In a 2D system with a 1D crack, a tou
heterogeneity completely impedes crack growth. The m
sured toughness follows precisely the high-toughness re
of the toughness distribution and leads to a prediction
toughness much higher than the average. In a 3D sys
with a planar crack, the crack can grow around individu
tough elements and ultimately overcome the high tou
nesses by a correspondingly high stress concentration fa
but at lower macroscopic applied loads. The measu
toughness is much lower than in 2D, barely attaining
thermodynamic average, although we find that the toug
regions do pin the crack and control crack growth to so
extent. Our results show that misleading and perhaps ov
optimistic results can be obtained by studying problems
lower dimensions.

In summary, we have explicitly demonstrated that ma
m
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rial heterogeneity affects material toughness in nonintuit
ways. First, toughness is not a pure material parameter an
a statistical quantity. Second, two regimes of behavior ex
weak disorder having toughness below the average ther
dynamic value and having planar crack fronts; and stro
disorder with toughness approaching the thermodyna
value and a rough crack front. Third, planar cracks in th
dimensions evolve in a unique manner and cannot be stu
approximately by linear cracks in two dimensions. Four
and most important, the magnitude of the toughness dif
ence is not large, so that heterogeneous or distributed to
nesses do not provide an effective toughening mechan
Future work using the present model will be aimed at~i!
mesh refinement in which more detailed microstructure
overlayed onto the spring network,~ii ! specific studies of
polycrystalline metal and intermetallic fracture, for whic
realistic grain-boundary distributions and toughnesses
now being established, and~iii ! investigation of time-
dependent degradation of disordered materials, where
sensitivity of damagerates to local stress intensities ma
have large effects on the magnitudes and distributions
lifetimes of heterogeneous materials.
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